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في نموذج    ة الصحيحة في كل فقرة ممّا يأتي، ثمّ ظللّ بشكل غامق الدائرة التي تشير إلى رمز الإجاب   ةاختر رمز الإجاب 
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QUESTION ONE: (30 POINTS) 
For items (1 - 30), read each one carefully then choose from A, B, C or D the correct 

answer.  
 

1) -------------- is the prevention or treatment of illness by doctors, dentists, psychologists, etc. 

A. Healthcare           B. Herbal remedy          C. Life expectancy             D. Mortality 
 

2) Complementary medicine can never substitute for immunisations ----------------- it will not 

produce the antibodies needed to protect against childhood diseases. 

A) in spite of this                B) because                  C) in this way              D) as a result of  
 

3) What’s the matter with you today? You seem really -----------. Is there something you’d like 

to talk about? 

A) white                       B) blue                          C) green                        D) red     
 

4) These findings necessarily ------------------------------ disturbing questions about the validity 

of the opinions expressed by medical experts in the courts. 

A) risk                  B) cross                    C) raise                      D) relax  

                         

5) The stadium is likely to become a ----------------- after the championships are over. 

A) white elephant          B) out of the blue          C) green light               D) red-handed    
               

6) Researchers believe that if we teach children to develop positive thinking, and --------------, 

these qualities will improve their overall health in the future. 

The missed sentence that has the correct order of the words and phrases above is: 

A) to a setback after bounce back.                  

B) to bounce back before a setback. 

C) to bounce back after a setback.                  

D) to a setback after bounce back. 
 

7) the correct definition of “Publicise” is ---------------- 

A. to give information about something to the public, so that they know about it. 

B. to bring up a problem or cast doubt on something. 

C. a problem that delays or stops progress, or makes a situation worse. 

D. something that is or may be chosen. 
 

8) The doctors have -------------- rescued the patient's life by exposing him to electrical shocks.  

A. success                      B. succeed                      C. successful                     D. successfully 
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9) People say it can cure colds, but I'm a bit of a ----------------------------. 

A. sceptical                   B. skepticisms                  C. sceptic                          D. sceptically 
 

10) Petra has a ---------------- as a fascinating place to visit. 

A. monitor                   B. reputation                 C. risk                   D. seat belt 

 

11) The event was well ------------------------- all over town. 

A. publicised                B. public                        C. publicise                      D. Publicly   

 

12) Do you think the wheel was the most important -------------------- ever? 

A. invention                  B. invented                    C. invent                          D. invents 

 

13) Al-Kindi made one important mathematical -----------------------.  

A. discover                   B. discovered                 C. discovery                    D. discoveries 
 

14) Many people expect instant cures, and prefer to get a ------------------------. 

A) prescription              B) prescribe                   C) prescriptive                 D) prescriptively 

 

15) Vitamins and minerals from fruits and vegetables will make your body -------------------- 

from certain illnesses. 

A) immunise                  B) immune                     C) immunisation              D) immunity 
 

16) However, the idea of complementary treatments is no longer an ------------------- concept. 

A) alien                B) viable                   C) optional                D) address 
 

17) Decide if the following statement about writing a report is True OR False.  

The purpose of the sub-headings before different sections is to tell the reader what the section 

will be about.  

A. True             B. False 
 

18) Experts recommend a mixture of activities. These should include moderate exercise, such 

as fast walking, and more ……………. exercise, like running. 

A. strinuous               B. strenuous              C. ctrenuous                D. stremuous 

 

19) Many family doctors study complementary medicine alongside -------------- treatments. 

A. convensional         B. convintional         C. konventional           D. conventional 
 

20) The researchers, while agreeing ------------ why are people making bad lifestyle decisions? 

A)  , raise the question:                      C) , raise the guestion: 

B)  , raisa the question?                     D) , raise the question. 

 

21) Most major cities --------------------- significantly over the last 40 years. 

A. has grown                B. have grown               C. will grow             D. growing 
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22) Kamel was his new novel ------------------- into three different languages last week. 

A. translated                 B. translating                C. translate             D. translates 

 

23) Bob -------------- his teeth --------------- last month; his smile looks great!  

A. was / whiten                          C. had / whitened         

B. has / whitened                       D. was / whitened 

 

24) Farida said that their teacher …………………. them about the dangers of the Internet the 

day before.  

A) tells                     B) told                    C) had told              D) has been telling 
 

25) Exactly how many people ------------------- in Jordan as of right now? 

A. is quarantined                       C. are quarantined       

B. quarantine                             D. have quarantining 
 

26) "I usually drink coffee in the mornings"  

A)  She said that she usually drank coffee in the mornings. 

B)  She said that I usually drank coffee in the mornings. 

C)  She said that she didn’t usually drink coffee in the mornings. 

D)  She said that she usually had drunk coffee in the mornings. 
 

27) Huda took medical training courses in Palestine, and then she went back home.  

A. Before Huda took medical training courses in Palestine, she went back home. 

B. Before Huda went back home, she had taken medical training courses in Palestine.  

C. Before Huda had taken medical training courses in Palestine, she went back home. 

D. Before Huda had gone back home, she took medical training courses in Palestine. 
 

28) I asked someone to call my boss. 

A. I have my boss called.                              

B. I had called my boss. 

C. I had my boss called.                                

D. I had had my boss called. 
 

29) "I could swim when I was six." she said. 

A) she could swim when she is six.                         

B) she could swim when she was six. 

C) she could swim when I had been six.                 

D) she could swim when she wasn't six. 
 

30) They haven’t decided anything yet. 

A) Nothing had been decided yet. 

B) Nothing hasn’t been decided yet. 

C) Nothing have been decided yet. 

D) Nothing has been decided yet. 
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QUESTION TWO: (10 POINTS) 
Read the following text carefully, and then answer all the questions that follow. Your 

answers should be based on the text.   

Health conditions in Jordan are among the best in the Middle East. This is largely due to the 

country’s commitment to making healthcare for all a top priority. Advances in education, 

economic conditions, sanitation, clean water, diet and housing have made our community 

healthier. 

As a result of careful planning, the number of healthcare services has been increasing rapidly 

over the past years. More than 800 different kinds of healthcare centres have been built, as 

well as 188 dental clinics. In 2014, 98 per cent of Jordanian children were fully immunised, 

thanks to immunisation teams that had been working towards this goal for several years. 

Although there were remote areas of the country where people had been without consistent 

access to electricity and safe water, almost 99 per cent of the country’s population now has 

access. 

Although the country has been focusing mainly on improving its primary healthcare facilities, 

it has not neglected its advanced medical facilities. The reputation of Jordanian doctors has 

spread in the region, and now many more patients come to Jordan for open heart surgery. In 

Jordan, the open-heart surgery programme started in 1970 CE in Amman. 

The low infant mortality rate, as well as the excellent healthcare system, have been 

contributing factors to Jordan’s healthy population growth, which will result in a strong work 

force with economic benefits for the whole country. 
 

1. What kind of medical operation has Jordan made the most success? (1 point) 

…………………………………………………………..………………………..……….  

2. What does the underlined word (its) refer to? (1 point) 

………………………………………………………………………...………..….….......  

3. What is the current percentage of the consistent accessibility for electricity and safe water 

in Jordan? (1 point)  

……………………………...………...………………………….……..………………....  

4. The report states two contributing factors to Jordan’s healthy population growth. Write these 

two factors down. (2 points) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………….…………….  

5. Find a phrasal verb in the text which means "to direct your attention or effort at 

something specific". (2 points)    

…………………………………..………………..……………………….………………  

6. “Wherever the art of Medicine is loved, there is also a love of Humanity”. Think of this 

quotation and, in two sentences, write down your point of view.  (3 Points) 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………..…..…

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…..…………………………………………………………………………………………..…… 

-- THE END -- 
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